Combination of the bioreductive drug tirapazamine with the chemotherapeutic prodrug cyclophosphamide for P450/P450-reductase-based cancer gene therapy.
Tirapazamine (TPZ) is a bioreductive drug that exhibits greatly enhanced cytotoxicity in hypoxic tumor cells, which are frequently radiation-resistant and chemoresistant. TPZ exhibits particularly good activity when combined with alkylating agents such as cyclophosphamide (CPA). The present study examines the potential of combining TPZ with CPA in a cytochrome P450-based prodrug activation gene therapy strategy. Recombinant retroviruses were used to transduce 9L gliosarcoma cells with the genes encoding P450 2B6 and NADPH-P450 reductase. Intratumoral coexpression of P450 2B6 with P450 reductase sensitized 9L tumor cells to CPA equally well under normoxic (19.6% O2) and hypoxic (1% O2) conditions. The P450 2B6/P450 reductase combination also sensitized 9L tumor cells to TPZ under both culture conditions. Interestingly, bystander cytotoxic effects were observed for both CPA and TPZ under hypoxia. Furthermore, TPZ exerted a striking growth-inhibitory effect on CPA-treated 9L/2B6/P450 reductase cells under both normoxia and hypoxia, which suggests the utility of this drug combination for P450-based gene therapy. To evaluate this possibility, 9L tumor cells were transduced in culture with P450 2B6 and P450 reductase and grown as solid tumors in severe combined immune deficient mice in vivo. Although these tumors showed little response to TPZ treatment alone, tumor growth was significantly delayed, by up to approximately four doubling times, when TPZ was combined with CPA. Some toxicity from the drug combination was apparent, however, as indicated by body weight profiles. These findings suggest the potential benefit of incorporating TPZ, and perhaps other bioreductive drugs, into a P450/P450 reductase-based gene therapy strategy for cancer treatment.